Review Summary

Principal Investigator: Barbara Zimbalist
Proposal reference #: 19689852
Proposed course: ENGL 3360
Department: English

Summary:
This proposal stood out as EXCELLENT among all proposals submitted through this program. It was well organized, and it addressed all RFA requirement, including the student learning objectives, grading of the research component, how the students’ research will contribute to the research agenda of the faculty member, and corresponding background and references. It is a very meritorious proposal that will be recommended for funding after the PI addresses logistics of funds distribution per the RFA (see comment below).

Comments:
1. The budget request for this proposed course is for 3 years. While it is clear and understandable that the PI would like to give three iterations to the proposed course with three different but related themes that will span three spring semesters, the funding for U-CURES is available for only one year and must be disbursed between June 2021 and May 2022.

Please respond directly to Dr. Echegoyen (lourdes@utep.edu) no later than Thursday, May 20th.